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Project 1
Environment







For my Environment project I wanted to look at inside paces people inhabit. Making my project 
personal I did a study on my own uni kitchen as I found the kitchen was the most interacted 
place. I made small miniature replicas made out of cardboard showing four situations; one be-
fore interaction, second showing initial interaction thirdly a party and last the clean up. I 
wanted to portray the story of moving in to uni. As a series I wanted the four images to con-
nect and tell a story.
Artist that influence me throughout this project was the work by Liam Bailey. Bailey’s book 
‘Forever England’ shows close up minatures of the Bakonscot village.Although the models are 
fake they can almost be seen as relatable.



Project 2
Identity









Within the stimuli ‘Identity’ I wanted to explore the 
idea of private and public identities, looking at 
how people can differ in their private states (when 
they’re alone, unaware of audiences) to how they 
present themselves in a public space; Addressing the 
question to what is someone’s true identity? Is it 
who a person is when they’re alone and stripped bare 
or is identity what the person wants people to per-
ceive them as which they can create themselves
I displayed my images in sets of 2, one showing them 
in a natural state and the second how they would 
portray themselves in public. Putting them together 
shows a physical contrast between them.
I found the first images of private states looked 
quite timid and coy whereas the second public figures 
had more of a character.
Thomas Dozol’s series “I’ll be your mirror” shows 
friends and aquaintances in their most natural and 
private states. He photographed them just as they got 
out the shower, this was a very personal experience 
which is evident in his images this is something I 
wanted to replicate in my own work.
If I was to do this project again I would want to ex-
plore the public identity side and explore the char-
acterisation of identity.Looking at how people create 
their own identities.





Project 3
Architecture







For my last project I looked at architec-
ture. Here I explored the idea behind met-
aphorical light and how light can be seen 
as godly and uplifting. I then merged this 
with colour psychology and how different 
colours make you subconsciously feel stim-
ulated, For example Pink is a calming col-
our seen as peacefull. By having a series 
of different colours I wanted each photo to 
look related but have a different aura to 
them. 
‘Vessel of light’ is a series by photogra-
pher Andy Marshall. He photographed cathe-
drals and how the natural light fell around 
the architecture, again for me this looked 
spiritual wich what was I took forward.




